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Cloze Test Questions Bank Exams (IBPS Clerk) 

Cloze Test Quiz 23 

Directions: In the following passage, some of the words have been left out, each 

of which is indicated by a number. Find the suitable word from the option given 

against each number and fill up the blanks with appropriate words to make the 

paragraph meaningful.  

Illiterate and weak-minded people all over the world often are a     (1)     to 

superstitions. Their lives are ruled by them and they base their actions on the 

various superstitious     (2)    . Superstitious people can be called backward. They 

tend to     (3)     every     (4)     irrationally. They     (5)     a happening illogically 

and     (6)     their actions on the     (7)     of these beliefs. Although most people 

know that superstitions are based on     (8)     and are nowhere close to the truth, 

but     (9)     a few people are     (10)     guided by superstitions. 

 

Questions: 

1. Answer as per the direction given above: 

A. plunder      B. prey      C. hunt      D. predator      E. suffering 

2. Answer as per the direction given above: 

A. laws      B. custom      C. belief      D. thinking      E. rules 

3. Answer as per the direction given above: 

A. interpret      B. interfere      C. interpose      D. mediate      E. meditate 

4. Answer as per the direction given above: 

A. ideals      B. imaginations      C. invention      D. discovery      E. phenomenon 

4. Answer as per the direction given above: 



 

 

A. assist      B. assess      C. ascribe      D. support      E. manipulate 

4. Answer as per the direction given above: 

A. drive      B. restrict      C. impose      D. guide      E. expose 

5. Answer as per the direction given above: 

A. hypothesis      B. fundamentals      C. ideology      D. basis      E. conception 

6. Answer as per the direction given above: 

A. imagination      B. delusion      C. empathy      D. fear      E. logic 

7. Answer as per the direction given above: 

A. quit      B. why     C. quite      D. simply      E. never 

8. Answer as per the direction given above: 

A. somehow      B. unusually      C. up till      D. yet      E. still 



 

 

Correct Answers: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
B C A E B D D A C E 
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